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HONOLULU: Hawaii lawmakers are asking how much
marijuana a driver can safely consume before getting
behind the wheel of a car. It’s an issue they want to tack-
le now that Hawaii is setting up medical marijuana dis-
pensaries. So Rep Cindy Evans and 15 other lawmakers
introduced a resolution asking the state Department of
Health to study whether a person can safely drive while
under the influence.

Marijuana is the illicit drug most frequently found in
the blood of drivers who have been involved in acci-
dents, including fatal ones, but the role marijuana plays
in those accidents is often unclear because it can remain
in the bloodstream for days and it’s often combined with
alcohol, according to the National Institute on Drug
Abuse.  The National  Highway Traff ic  Safety
Administration says marijuana use impairs cognitive
functions, lane tracking and other driving-related skills.

“I think that it’s really important that we do this now,”

Evans said. “Hopefully this is the beginning of the discus-
sion.” For drunk driving, there’s a nationally recognized
level of impairment, which is a blood alcohol concentra-
tion of 0.08 grams per milliliter. But there’s no federal rule
or widespread consensus on what’s an acceptable limit
for driving under the influence of drugs.

Hawaii law bans people from driving under the influ-
ence of a drug that impairs their ability to drive, but
there isn’t a set threshold for how much marijuana -
medically prescribed or not - is acceptable in the blood
stream. Several states have passed laws specifying how
much marijuana in the blood stream is acceptable while
driving, but set different limits for how much THC - the
main psychoactive ingredient of cannibus - in the blood
would be considered driving under the influence of
drugs. According to the National Conference of State
Legislatures, Colorado, Montana and Washington set the
limit at 5 nanograms per milli leter of blood, while

Nevada and Ohio went with the lower 2 nanograms.
Other states provide an exemption for medical marijuana
patients.

The state Department of Health opposed the resolu-
tion, saying the department doesn’t have the capacity to
study the complicated question, especially because the
resolution didn’t include funding. The department’s
director, Virginia Pressler, said in written testimony that
The National Institute on Drug Abuse has been studying
this issue for many years and hasn’t been able to estab-
lish a recommended level for driving. Despite the oppo-
sition, the House Committee on Transportation passed
the resolution Monday, sending it to the Committee on
Health to keep the discussion going,  Committee
Chairman Rep. Henry Aquino said. “It’s here, so we just
wanted to make sure that we have some sort of scientific,
some sort of data-driven study to being done to address
this,” Aquino said.—AP

How much marijuana is OK while driving?

TONAWANDA, New York: For Kim Vaillancourt, pregnant while
staving off aggressive brain cancer, it comes down to this: “The
baby saved me. Now it’s my turn to save him.” Vaillancourt was
diagnosed with glioblastoma after going to the hospital for
headaches and nausea that came on over Christmas. Were it not
for concern for the boy she’s carrying, she and her husband, Phil,
said it was a life-saving trip she would not have made. They
believe the unexpected pregnancy was heaven-sent. Now, to
give the baby they’ve named Wyatt Eli the same chance he gave
her, Kim is postponing the chemotherapy and radiation that are
her best hope against the cancer but would threaten her devel-
oping child.

“She’s going to do what she can to save the baby’s life and
give it the healthiest life possible,” Phil Vaillancourt said. It had
already been an eventful time in the Vaillancourt home in the
Buffalo suburb of Tonawanda. The couple and their 11- and 12-
year-old children had spent Dec 23 in Erie County Family Court
for an adoption ceremony that made three sisters- ages 6, 7 and
10 - the couple had been fostering permanent members of their
family.

Devastating diagnosis
With five kids on break from school, Kim wouldn’t normally

have made a fuss about feeling ill. “I would have just thought I
had a headache and the flu and I would have laid in bed,” the 36-
year-old mother said. But she worried that being unable to keep
food down was keeping the baby from getting the nourishment
he needed and headed to the hospital to be checked.

Soon she would be rushed into surgery to remove two
tumors that doctors said could have killed her. One had grown
on the front of her brain. The other was dangerously close to her
brain stem in the back. Holding hands on the couch in their sub-
urban Buffalo living room, Kim and Phil lean on each other as
they describe with calm acceptance the abrupt turn their life
took between the joyful Dec 23 adoption and the devastating
diagnosis on Dec 27. Gliobastoma, they learned, is characterized
by fast-growing tumors known to reappear within eight to 12
weeks. With April 25 the target delivery date, Kim has been
undergoing MRIs every two weeks to check for any signs of new
activity.

“We’re praying a lot and trusting God through these next few
weeks to keep these scans clean,” Phil Vaillancourt said. It’s some-
thing the health-conscious Kim, with her focus on vitamins and
nutrition, would never have imagined. She laughs while describ-
ing her longstanding practice of texting as far away from her
body as her arms will allow to avoid cancer risks. She doesn’t
even want to take a chance with microwaves and has kept hers
in the garage for the last 10 years.

“When we need it, we press it and close the door real fast,
and we use it like once a year,” she said. It’s strange, she said, to
now look for healing in chemicals and radiation. Unwilling to risk
the baby’s health, the plan is to begin treatment about two
weeks after his birth, hoping all the while the tumors don’t re-
appear before then. In the meantime, they will start interviewing
nannies to help care for the newborn and the rest of the chil-
dren, among them 7-year-old Josie, who was born without arms

and legs. Phil’s leave from his maintenance job with the town of
Tonawanda is coming to an end.

Aggressive treatment
“Just taking one day at a time,” Phil said. “Even looking too far

into the future, you just get caught up in what it can look like.
Why even do that?” Though relatively rare, glioblastoma is the
most common and aggressive form of brain cancer. It affects
about 17,000 adults in the United States every year, but is
uncommon during pregnancy, said Dr Robert Fenstermaker,
chair of neurosurgery at Roswell Park Cancer Institute in Buffalo.
Early in a pregnancy, a woman might be advised to end the
pregnancy in favor of aggressive treatment, he said. Women fur-
ther along have undergone chemotherapy but not without risk
to the baby. “It’s a tough cancer,” said Fenstermaker, who has
developed a vaccine therapy for glioblastoma that is now in clin-
ical trials. The Vaillancourts have found strength from their big
and close families and in the prayers that have flowed in as word
of the family’s fight has spread. “People have wrapped their
hearts around this family,” childhood friend Jenna Koch said,
describing a GoFundMe campaign and a host of benefits and
fundraisers planned over the next few weeks. With treatment,
doctors say patients with the serious grade of glioblastoma
afflicting Kim have a median survival rate of about 14 months.
But the Vaillancourts are holding onto their Christian faith. “I
hope to fight this off for years and years to come,” Kim said. “I
hope to be sitting here in 30 years saying how I beat this.” Said
Phil: “We definitely believe in miracles.”— AP

HONOLULU: Hawaii Rep Cindy Evans, Majority Floor
Leader, talks about the need for information on how much
marijuana a driver can safely consume before getting
behind the wheel of a car. — AP

Mom delays cancer care to 
protect baby she says saved her 

NEW YORK: Kim and Phil Vaillancourt are interviewed at
their home in Tonawanda. — AP photos

NEW YORK: Phil Vaillancourt holds photos of his wife, Kim and their children at their home in Tonawanda.

NEW YORK: A cyberattack that para-
lyzed the hospital chain MedStar this
week is serving as a fresh reminder of
vulnerabilities that exist in systems that
protect sensitive patient information.
That attack came a month after a Los
Angeles hospital paid hackers $17,000
to regain control of its computer system
and more than a year after intruders
broke into a database containing the
records of nearly 80 million people
maintained by the health insurer
Anthem. In Anthem’s case, only a single
password stood between hackers with
a stolen employee ID and a chance to
plunder the Blue Cross-Blue Shield car-
rier’s database, according to a federal
lawsuit filed by customers over the
breach.

Cyber criminals also have staged
high-profile attacks in recent years
against the federal government, retail
chains and the adultery website Ashley
Madison, among many other targets.
But security experts say health care
companies make especially inviting tar-
gets for a number of reasons. The infor-
mation they protect is more valuable
on the black market than a credit card
number stored by a retailer. Health care
cybersecurity also can lag behind meas-
ures taken in other sectors like banking.

This can stem in part from a busi-
ness emphasis on tight budgets and
convenience over security. Health care
companies also have to deal with an
additional headache: Multiple entry
points into a system, with security quali-
ty varying among clinics, labs, hospitals
that may have access. Cybersecurity
experts note that government guide-
lines for health care data protection also
are light on details and standards. The
federal law known as HIPPA tells health
care companies when they can disclose
a person’s records and to whom. It also
requires them to protect the informa-
tion.

Under investigation
But it doesn’t come with a lot of spe-

cific mandates for that protection, said
Lee Kim, director of privacy and security
for the nonprofit Healthcare
Information and Management Systems
Society. Intruders cracked Anthem’s
database sometime between the end
of 2014 and the start of 2015 in a hack
that is still under investigation. They
gained access to Social Security num-
bers, birthdates and employment
details for customers as far back as
2004, all key ingredients for stealing
someone’s identity.

Anthem, the nation’s second-largest
health insurer, has said that hackers
staged a sophisticated attack that evad-
ed multiple layers of security to reach its
database. But a lawsuit filed last year by
customers who say they were affected
by the breach paints Anthem as a ripe
target. It says the insurer allowed wide
employee access to its database and
didn’t train employees how to handle
“phishing” emails, which can bait a
recipient into revealing a password.

Investigators have said they think
hackers may have used a phishing
scheme to compromise the credentials
of several workers. A partially redact
complaint filed in the litigation also said
the company failed to employ common
defenses like encryption, which can

scramble data and make it useless.
“Stealing this much data takes time,

and there were numerous steps along
the way when any company following
standard IT security practices would
have foiled the hackers,” the complaint
states. An Anthem spokeswoman said
the details in the federal lawsuit were
merely allegations, and the company
could not comment on pending litiga-
tion.

“At Anthem, securing our member,
provider and client data is a top priority,”
spokeswoman Jill Becher said in an
email. Hackers cracked Anthem’s data-
base by stealing the credentials of an
employee whose job didn’t require
access to the database, according to the
complaint, which was based in part on
a security assessment Anthem commis-
sioned after the breach. A failure to
restrict access to sensitive information is
one of the biggest security weaknesses
hackers exploit, said Michael Zweiback,
an attorney and former federal prosecu-
tor. Allowing widespread access gives
hackers many chances to try to trick a
worker into divulging a password.

Restrict access
“This is something that happens in

hospitals, it happens in Fortune 500

companies right now, every day,” he
said. Companies hesitate to restrict
access because they want to make it
easy for employees to move from net-
work to network and do their jobs,
Zweiback said. “When security becomes
the emphasis, employees start to com-
plain because maybe they don’t get
access as quickly,” he said.

The lawsuit also states that Anthem
only required a single password for
those who wanted to  get into its data-
base from a remote location. Experts
say two-factor authentication is the
more common  practice. This basically
involves an employee entering a user
name and password and then a sepa-
rate password or identification number
that can change. Only about 10 percent
of health insurers use two-factor
authentication and encryption to pro-
tect data, said Avivah Litan, a cyberse-
curity analyst for the information tech-
nology adviser Gartner.  Litan works as a
consultant in several sectors, including
health care.

Anthem has said it normally
encrypts data it exports, but that prac-
tice would not have helped because
the hacker used high-level security cre-
dentials to get into its system. Experts
say encryption can be tuned so that
even authorized users can view only
one person’s account or a portion of a
record at a time. Litan and other con-
sultants say health care companies
have started showing more interest in
cybersecurity, and top executives of
these companies have begun to pay
closer attention to it. But Litan hasn’t
seen the actual investment from these
companies yet. “I’m sure Anthem has
made some changes, but the other
ones are waiting until they get budgets,
and they won’t get budgets until they
get breached,” she said. “That’s just the
way it works.” Anthem has said in regu-
latory filings that it quickly fixed a secu-
rity vulnerability it discovered after its
breach and has continued to improve
security since then.—AP

Don’t screen all kids
for developmental

delays, Canadians say
NEW YORK: Don’t test children for developmental
delays if they’re not showing any signs of problems, a
government-backed panel of Canadian experts advises.
The recommendation from the Canadian Task Force on
Preventive Health Care largely mirrors US recommen-
dations regarding screenings for speech and language
delays and autism spectrum disorders. The advice
applies to children ages one to four who have no signs
or symptoms of developmental delays, said Dr Brett
Thombs, who is a member of the Task Force.

“If parents think their child is behind on some of
their important milestones, this doesn’t apply to those
kids,” said Thombs, who is affiliated with McGill
University in Montreal. Developmental delays can
include, for example, problems with motor skills,
speech, language, thinking, social skills and activities of
daily life.

The Task Force writes in CMAJ that when these
delays persist, children are at higher risk of learning dif-
ficulties, behavioral problems and functional impair-
ments later in life. For the new recommendation, the
Task Force commissioned a review of existing evidence
to see if the benefits of screening for developmental
delays in all children ages one to four, regardless of
whether they showed signs of problems, would out-
weigh the potential harms.

The screening tools are usually questionnaires that
add up to a certain number of points, said Thombs.
“Those points would determine if the physicians should
act or be more concerned,” he said. Overall two relevant
randomized controlled studies were found, but the Task
Force found that the screening tools did not ultimately
improve health outcomes among children.

Instead, the screening tools had very high rates of
false positives, said Thombs. Those false positives
would lead to many children with normal development
being referred for more testing, he added. Those refer-
rals may take health resources away from children who
would actually benefit from the services. “We don’t rec-
ommend parents get their kids tested unless they have
any specific concerns,” said Thombs.

In February, the US Preventive Services Task Force
said it did not find enough evidence to recommend
universal autism spectrum disorder screening for tod-
dlers between 18 and 30 months of age. Likewise, in
2015, the US. Task Force said there’s not enough evi-
dence to recommend universal screening for speech
and language delay and disorders in children under
age five. “We’re not suggesting parents and physicians
don’t keep ongoing surveillance,” said Thombs. “If they
have any concerns at all, they should have their physi-
cians check it out.”— AP

Hospital cyberattack highlights
health care vulnerabilities

HONG KONG: Hong Kong is to limit the
number of non-resident children getting
vaccinations at government clinics, after an
illegal vaccine scandal in mainland China
raised fears some families would come to
the city for inoculations and put pressure on
supplies. From April 1, Hong Kong’s
Maternal and Child Health Centres will only
accept 120 new non-resident children a
month.  Non-resident children will only be
able to book an appointment when there is
spare capacity and will have to pay a higher
fee. “The government’s policy is to accord
priority to local children,” Hong Kong’s
Assistant Director of Health for Family and
Elderly Health Services, Teresa Li, said in a
statement.

“We will closely monitor the utilization of
services by (non-resident children) and may
adjust the quota or withhold new case

bookings.” Mainland Chinese authorities
said this month a mother and daughter had
illegally traded nearly $90 million worth of
vaccines and sold them on to hundreds of
re-sellers around the country, prompting an
outcry from parents and political leaders.
The vaccines, which police said were made
by licensed producers, were not kept refrig-
erated, meaning they could be ineffective.

Hong Kong would order additional vac-
cine supplies if needed, another spokes-
woman there said. The Macau government
said in a statement on Tuesday that only
Macau residents were entitled to free vacci-
nations and government-procured routine
vaccinations would not be given to visitors.
Hong Kong, a free-wheeling financial hub
and former British colony, returned to
Chinese rule in 1997 with wide-ranging
autonomy. — Reuters

After China vaccine scare, Hong
Kong to limit inoculations 
for non-resident children

‘Just taking one day at a time’

WASHINGTON: Federal health experts have
endorsed an experimental drug intended to
treat psychotic delusions and behaviors that
often afflict patients with Parkinson’s disease,
the debilitating movement disorder. The panel
of Food and Drug Administration advisers voted
12-2 Tuesday that the benefits of the drug from
Acadia Pharmaceuticals outweigh the risks. That
vote - considered a recommendation for
approval - is non-binding, though the FDA
often follows the advice of its panelists. San
Diego-based Acadia Pharmaceuticals Inc. has
asked the FDA to approve pimavanserin to treat
hallucinations, delusions and irrational behavior
associated with Parkinson’s disease, a neurode-
generative disease that primarily causes
tremors and other movement problems.

Approximately half of all Parkinson’s patients
suffer from the psychotic problems, according
to the FDA. There are no FDA-approved drugs
currently available for the condition. Parkinson’s
is the second-most common neurodegenera-
tive disease in the US, after Alzheimer’s. While

Acadia’s drug had only modest benefits in most
patients and was linked to serious safety issues,
most panelists ultimately said it would fill an
important need. “We all want the effect size to
be larger but it’s certainly convincing in the
sense that it is here and meaningful,” said Dr
Tobias Gerhard of the Rutgers University, who
voted in favor of the drug.

During a public hearing session at
Tuesday’s meeting, patients and doctors
detailed harrowing stories of Parkinson’s
patients lashing out at family members due to
paranoia and delusions. Medical experts still
disagree on whether such problems are
caused by the underlying Parkinson’s disease
itself or the drugs used to manage it. FDA sci-
entists presented a complex, mixed review of
pimavanserin’s performance and whether its
benefits outweighed significant, hard-to-
define risks. On a questionnaire measuring hal-
lucinations and other symptoms, patients tak-
ing the drug showed a 23 percent improve-
ment over patients taking a fake pill. —AP

Govt panel backs drug for 
delusions in Parkinson’s patients

WASHINGTON: A woman walks out of the MedStar Georgetown
University Hospital. — AP


